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Optimization of the Anisotropic Gaussian Kernel

for Text Segmentation and Parameter Extraction

Darko Brodić

University of Belgrade, Technical Faculty Bor, V.J. 12, 19210 Bor, Serbia
dbrodic@tf.bor.ac.rs

Abstract. In this paper, extended approach to Gaussian kernel algo-
rithm for text segmentation, reference text line and skew rate extractions
is presented. It assumes creation of boundary growing area around text
based on Gaussian kernel algorithm extended by anisotropic approach.
Those boundary growing areas form control image with distinct objects
that are prerequisite for text segmentation. After text segmentation, text
parameters such as reference text line and skew rate are calculated based
on numerical method. Algorithm quality is examined by experiments. Re-
sults are evaluated by RMS method. Obtained results are compared with
isotropic Gaussian kernel method. All results are examined, analyzed and
summarized. Furthermore, optimal parameter values are suggested lead-
ing to anisotropic kernel optimization.

Keywords: Image processing, Document image processing, OCR, Text
segmentation, Text parameters extraction, Isotropic Gaussian kernel

1 Introduction

Printed and handwritten text is characterized by its attributes and features
diversity. Hence, text parameter extraction procedure can be quite dissimilar
one. However, its algorithm should be valid for printed as well as for handwritten
text. To finish the task efficiently algorithm should be robust enough as well.

Prior to text parameters extraction, text line segmentation should be done.
It is an important step in document processing. Although some text line detec-
tion techniques are successful in printed documents, processing of handwritten
documents has remained a key problem in optical character recognition (OCR)
[1, 2]. Most text line segmentation methods are based on the assumptions that
distance between neighboring text lines is significant as well as that text lines
are reasonably straight. However, these assumptions are not always valid for
handwritten documents. Hence, text line segmentation is a leading challenge in
document image analysis [3].

Later, text parameters extraction from scanned documents is primary OCR
goal. Reference text line and skew rate identification is mandatory. Their validity
is of major importance for OCR process. Various reasons exist for appearance of
multi-skewed lines in text, but two are most common [1]. Firstly, during scan-
ning a misalignment degrees of the document made is unavoidable. All printed
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text lines in the scanned document are uniformly skewed. Secondly, text lines in
original document are differently skewed due to individual handwriting. Hence,
text lines are made under different orientation. To enhance the ability of doc-
ument analysis system, robust algorithm for text segmentation and parameters
extraction is needed.

Previous work on text line segmentation can be categorized in few directions
[2]: histogram analysis, k -nearest neighbor clustering, projection profile, Fourier
transform, cross-correlation and other models.

In [1] is mentioned previously proposed and accepted technique of reference
line extraction based on identifying valleys of horizontal pixel density histogram.
It failed due to multi skewed text lines. Hence, it is not suitable for handwriting
text.

K -nearest neighbor clustering method [2] is by product of a larger page layout
analysis system, which assumed only text is being processed. The connected
components formed by the nearest neighbors clustering are characters based
only. Method is suitable for finding skew angle, but it is limited to Roman
languages [2].

Method in [4] deals with ”simple” multi skewed text. It uses as a basis Hough
transform for straight lines. But, it is too specific and computationally expensive.

Method of identifying words contour area as a start of detecting baseline
is proposed in [5]. The assumptions made on the word elements definition are
specific.

Method [1] hypothetically assumed a flow of water in a particular direction
across image frame in a way that it faces obstruction from the characters of the
text lines. This method is adopted in [6]. To be totally robust it needs some
further adaptation.

Algorithm proposed by [7] model text line detection as an image segmentation
problem by enhancing text line structure using a Gaussian window and adopt-
ing the level set method to evolve text line boundaries. Method is specified as
robust, but rotating text by an angle of (from -10◦ to 10◦) has significant impact
on it. In the paper, modification of this method is proposed, analyzed [8] and
compared. Algorithm is evaluated by different sample text examples. Further-
more, optimal parameter values are suggested leading to anisotropic Gaussian
kernel optimization.

Organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 information on proposed
Gaussian kernel algorithm is given. In Section 3 experiments are described. Ob-
tained results are analyzed, examined and discussed as well. In Section 4 con-
clusion is made.

2 Proposed Algorithm

Although document conversion system incorporates scanning, binarization, re-
gion segmentation, text recognition and document analysis, its procedure can be
divided into three main stages as shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Document text image identification procedure

In the first stage, algorithm for document text image binarization and nor-
malization is applied. After preprocessing stage, text is prepared for segmen-
tation, feature extraction and character recognition. During the second stage,
algorithm for text segmentation as well as for skew and reference text line iden-
tification is enforced. Also, reference text based on skew and stroke angle, is
straightened and repaired. Finally, in third stage character recognition process
is applied. As a result of scanning process, document text image is obtained. It
is an input of text grayscale image described by following intensity matrix [9]:

D(i, j) ∈ [0, . . . , 255] , (1)

where i ∈ [1, . . . ,M ] and j ∈ [1, . . . , N ]. After applying intensity segmentation
with binarization, intensity function is converted into binary form given by:

X(i, j) =

{

1 for D(i, j) ≥ Dth

0 for D(i, j) < Dth ,
(2)

where Dth is given by Otsu algorithm [10]. It represents the threshold sensitivity
decision value.

Document text image is black and white image represented by matrix X.
Each character or word consists of the only black pixels. Hence, every point
X(i, j) i.e. Xi,j is represented by number of coordinate pairs (0, 1), where i =
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1, . . . ,M , and j = 1, . . . , N of matrix X [9]. It is represented by document text
image fragment as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Document text image fragment represented by matrix X

2.1 Morphological Preprocessing

Prior to processing stage, document text image needs additional preparation.
It is assumed text area is extracted by any appropriate method. Further, mor-
phological preprocessing is performed to make document text image ”noiseless”.
The morphological preprocessing was defined in [11] by following steps:

– Document image erosion by X⊖ S1,

– Document image opening by X ◦ S1,

– Dilatation of the opening the document image by (X ◦ S1)⊖ S1,

– Closing of the opening the document image by (X ◦ S1) • S1.

For the above operations, structuring element S1 dimension 3x3 is used [9].

2.2 Linear Bounding Containers

All text parameters extraction algorithms more or less depend on resolution and
size of text letters. Consequently, algorithm’s parameters are closely related to
it. To be efficient, algorithm should choose optimal parameters from the entire
set. Linear containers or its modifications are one of the tools for letter size
estimation [11].

Linear container and its interior are specified by a finite number of linear
inequalities. In our case linear container is assumed to be special case of the
convex polygon i.e. bounding box. Special case of the box is a rectangular region
whose edges are parallel to the coordinate axes. Furthermore, it is defined by its
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maximum and minimum extents for all axes. Hence, each pixel Xi,j belonging
to box is given by:

xmin ≤ i ≤ xmax , (3)

and

ymin ≤ j ≤ ymax . (4)

Hence, bounding box is defined by its endpoints xmin, xmax, ymin, ymax.
Inclusion of the point Xi,j in a box is tested by verifying these four inequalities.
If any one of them fails, then the point is not inside. Bounding box definition is
given in Fig. 3.

x

y

xmin xmax

ymin

ymax

T e s t

Fig. 3. Bounding box definition

The bounding box is the computationally simplest of all linear containers.
Hence, it is one of the most frequently used in many applications due to its
simplicity and computationally inexpensiveness [12]. Although the bounding box
is not precise method for letter size estimation, it is simple and in many cases
adequate to evaluate those values. All text elements like letters, part of words or
words are surrounded by bounding boxes. Their heights represent the height of
letters. To reduce the error, median height of all bounding boxes is used. Median
is the middle value in a set of values. Hence, it is less sensitive to extreme values.
Boundary box objects are defined by Ou, where u = 1, . . . , V and V is the total
number of boundary box objects over sample text. If V is the number of objects
and u is object index, reorder initial set of values hu so that g1 < g2 < < gu
and currently gu is called u-th order statistic [13]. Hence, following is valid:
g1 ≡ min(hu) and g

V
≡ min(hu). Median is defined by [13] as:

hmedian =







g (u+1)
2

if u is odd

1
2
(gu

2
+ g1+u

2
) if u is even ,

(5)

After hmedian of the letter heights set is obtained, typical letter height is
annotated. It is prerequisite for algorithm’s parameter optimization decision.
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2.3 Anisotropic Gaussian Kernel

For the processing stage Gaussian kernel algorithm is used. It is based on two-
dimensional Gaussian function given by [14]:

f(x, y) = Ae
−

(x−bx)2+(y−by)2

2σ2

, (6)

where bx is shift along x-axis, by is shift along y-axis, σ is standard deviation
defining curve spread parameter and A is the amplitude of the function given as
A = 1/(2πσ2)

1
2 . From (10) it is obvious that curve spread parameter σ is equal

for x as well for y-axis. This way, Gaussian function is isotropic. Converting
Gaussian function into point spread function, Gaussian kernel is obtained. Hence,
algorithm using Gaussian kernel expands black pixel area by scattering every
black pixel in its neighborhood. Around every black pixel new pixels are non-
uniformly dispersed. These pixels have lower intensity of black. Hence, they are
grayscale. Their intensity depends on position or distance from original black
pixel. Now, document image matrix is represented as grayscale image. Intensity
pertains in level region (0− 255). Our black pixel of interest has coordinate Xi,j

and intensity of 255, while neighbor pixels have intensity smaller than 255. So,
after applying Gaussian kernel, equal to 2R + 1 in x-direction as well as in y-
direction, text is scattered forming enlarged area around it. Converting all non
black pixels in the same area, as well as inverting image, forms the black pixel
expanded areas. Those areas named boundary growing areas.

In our case isotropic approach is less efficient. Alternatively in some cases, it
is not suitable due to its possibility of merging different text lines. Using different
curve spread parameter σ in x and y direction i.e. σx and σy respectively, extends
(10) as follows [13,14]:

f(x, y) = Ae
−

[

(x−bx)2

2σ2
x

+
(y−by)2

2σ2
y

]

. (7)

This extension of the previous i.e. isotropic Gaussian function lead to image
kernel equal to 2S +1 in x-direction and 2R+1 in y-direction. Due to relations
R ̸= S, Gaussian kernel is anisotropic [8]. Additionally, ratio parameter λ = S/R
completely defines Gaussian anisotropic condition. Example of the isotropic and
anisotropic Gaussian kernel for R = 10, λ = 1 and λ = 5 is given in Fig. 4.

Created boundary growing areas form control image with objects that are
prerequisite for document image text segmentation [8]. These black objects rep-
resent different text lines needful for text segmentation. Hence, their basic task
is text lines splitting. Example of the boundary growing areas is given in Fig. 5.

2.4 Reference Text Line

After text segmentation, primary task is reference text line and skew rate ex-
traction. Their identification is based on information obtained from black pixel
contained in boundary growing areas. Reference text line estimation is average
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Fig. 4. Gaussian kernel: isotropic (left), anisotropic ⇒ λ > 1 (right)

Fig. 5. Boundary growing areas over text: isotropic (left), anisotropic (right)

position calculation of black pixels in every column of document image. It is
calculated as [1,9]:

xi =

L
∑

j=1

yj

L
i=1,...,K , (8)

where xi is point position of calculated reference text line, i is number of column
position of calculated reference text, yj is position of black pixel in column j and
L is sum of black pixel number in specified column j of an image.

After calculation, sub-image matrix with only one black pixel per column is
obtained. This black pixel defines estimated reference text line. Such reference
text line forms continuous or discontinuous line partly ”representing” reference
text line. To form continuous reference text line, some numerical method could
be used.

3 Experiments, Results and Discussion

Algorithm quality evaluation consists of two text experiments. First experiment
represents text segmentation estimation. It is inevitable in algorithm segmenta-
tion quality assessment. Consequently, it is prerequisite for obtaining other text
parameters. If segmentation experiment miscarry, other examination process will
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be meaningless. Hence, its importance is critical. Second experiment is mainly
concerned with skew rate identification. Its task is algorithm performance eval-
uation of the skew rate tracking succeed. This experiment is primarily based on
printed text, but it is good prerequisite for testing handwritten text. Obtained
results are linked.

3.1 Text Segmentation Experiment and Results

In the first experiment text segmentation quality is examined. For this purpose
multi line text is used. It is given in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Sample text for text segmentation experiment

Number of existing text objects relate to text segmentation quality success.
Hence, the less objects the better segmentation process, except the number may
not be less than text lines number. The quality is measured by RMSseg calcu-
lated as [13,14]:

RMSseg =

√

√

√

√

1

Q

Q
∑

i=1

(Oi,ref −Oi,est)2 , (9)

where i = 1, . . . , Q is the number of examined text samples, Oi,ref is number of
referent objects in text i.e. number of text lines, and Oi,est is number of obtained
objects in text by the applied algorithm for each examined text sample.

Character height Hch ≈ 100 pixels (px) obtained as hmedian is assumed. From
[11] parameter R value may not exceed 20% of Hch. In fact, bigger R could lead
to text lines merging. Hence, algorithm is examined for R = (5, 10, 15, 20). First
part of experiment examined text segmentation through RMSseg for angle range
(0◦−30◦), while further angle range (0◦−80◦) is used. Results are given in Table
1 and Table 2.

From Table 1 and 2, it is obvious that anisotropic approach is advantageous.
Nevertheless, it is true for λ > 1. Under this condition, kernel is stretched in
x-direction by parameter λ. Furthermore, segmentation experiment proved to be
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Table 1. Text segmentation results: RMSseg1 for angle range (0◦ − 30◦) (less values
are better ones)

Angle Range λ R

0◦ − 30◦ S/R 5 10 15 20

Isotropic 1 180.36 65.77 36.00 32.82

Anisotropic 2 79.86 48.15 3.63 0.00

3 63.01 14.68 0.44 -

4 55.40 9.21 - -

5 40.73 8.70 - -

Table 2. Text segmentation results: RMSseg2 for angle range (0◦ − 80◦) (less values
are better ones)

Angle Range λ R

0◦ − 80◦ S/R 5 10 15 20

Isotropic 1 181.05 59.22 36.00 33.01

Anisotropic 2 105.34 42.52 20.87 6.90

3 70.07 25.18 9.20 -

4 59.18 15.70 - -

5 48.94 11.34 - -

eligible for optimal parameters selection such as R and λ. This way, each parame-
ter R can be paired with optimal parameter λ. From the above tables those pairs
(R, λ) are following: (5, 5), (10, 5), (15, 3), (20, 2) as well as (5, 4), (10, 4), (10, 3),
and (15, 2). However, the best choice is (20, 2) from Table 1. All listed paired
values are invaluable for further examination process i.e. for other text experi-
ments.

3.2 Skew Rate Text Experiment and Results

Second experiment is mainly concerned with text skew rate. It examines algo-
rithm quality to follow text skewing. In this case, sample printed text rotated
by angle β up to 80◦ by step of 5◦ around x-axis is used. This is given in Fig. 7.

Reference line of the sample text is represented by:

y = ax+ b . (10)

After applying algorithm to sample text, reference text line is calculated by
(8). To achieve continuous linear reference text line, least square method is used.
Function approximation by first degree polynomial is given as:

y = ax′ + b′ . (11)
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Fig. 7. Sample text rotating for the angle β up to 80◦

Then number of data points i.e. ndp is used and the slope a′, and the y-
intercept b′ are calculated as [14]:

a′ =

∑

y
∑

xy − ndp
∑

xy

(
∑

x)2 − ndp
∑

x2
, (12)

and

b′ =

∑

x
∑

xy −
∑

y
∑

x2

(
∑

x)2 − ndp
∑

x2
. (13)

Further, referent line hit rate i.e. RLHR is defined as [8]:

RLHR = 1−
βref − βest

βref

, (14)

where βref is arctangent from origin (10) i.e. a and βest is arctangent from calcu-
lated i.e. estimated (11) i.e. a′. Then, RMSskew values are calculated by [13,14]:

RMSskew =

√

√

√

√

1

P

P
∑

i=1

(xi,ref − xi,est)2 , (15)

where i = 1, . . . , P is number of examined text rotating angles up to 80◦, xi,ref

is RLHR for βest equal to βref , due to normalization equal to 1, and xi,est is
RLHR.

Again,Hch ≈ 100 px is assumed. Algorithm is examined forR = (5, 10, 15, 20)
and λ = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5). Quality of skew rate identification is obtained by RLHR
value as in (14). Furthermore, level of spreading results is obtained by RMSskew

value given in (15) for two angle ranges: (0◦− 30◦) and (0◦− 80◦). These results
are given in Fig. 8. Isotropic results are given on the left side of the chart on
Fig. 8 - 11. Unlike, anisotropic results are shown in the rest of the each chart.

It can be noted, anisotropic approach leads to quite better results. Still,
it should be cautious on interpreting presented results. Namely, high S values
should be avoided. These values contribute to faulty text segmentation pro-
cess. So, it is recommended to match results from this experiment and pre-
vious one. This way, parameter pairs (R, λ) obtained from previous experi-
ments is optimized ones. Still, from the optimized parameter pairs, set members
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Fig. 8. Skew rate test for R=5, λ=(1, . . . , 8): RLHR (top), RMSskew (bottom)

Fig. 9. Skew rate test R=10, λ=(1, . . . , 8): RLHR (top), RMSskew (bottom)
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Fig. 10. Skew rate test R=15, λ=(1, . . . , 8): RLHR (top), RMSskew (bottom)

Fig. 11. Skew rate test R=20, λ=(1, . . . , 8): RLHR (top), RMSskew (bottom)
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(R, λ) = (15, 45) and (20, 40) are the best ones for Hch ≈ 100 px. Hence, from
the previous statements and claims, it can be concluded on optimal parameter
values of R and λ. These optimal values are K ≈ 15-20% of Hch as well as λ ≈

2-3, leading to anisotropic approach.

4 Conclusions

Anisotropic Gaussian kernel algorithm proved to be advanced in the domain of
text segmentation, which is of primary importance. Due to isotropic approach
faulty results from segmentation experiment, all it’s slightly better results in skew
rate experiments are completely irrelevant. Still, text segmentation is primary
goal. It is prerequisite for reference text line and skew rate identification. Slightly
weaker results of anisotropic approach in some part of text parameter estimation
are in the background. This way, anisotropic Gaussian kernel and its optimized
parameter pairs proved to be useful and robust method which is promising.
Consequently, for higher angles some modification of the anisotropic approach
is recommended.
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